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We have measured the equation of state for DNA solutions at different ionic strengths cove
5 orders of magnitude in DNA osmotic pressure. At high osmotic pressures the equation of sta
independent of the ionic strength and is dominated by exponentially decaying hydration repul
At lower pressures the equation of state is dominated by screened electrostatics. We also
a fluctuation-enhanced repulsion with a decay length of 4 times the Debye screening length.
present arguments that the form of the fluctuation part of the osmotic pressure is due to the cou
between bending fluctuations and the compressibility of the nematic array normal to the average dir
[S0031-9007(96)02279-X]

PACS numbers: 61.30.–v, 64.30.+t, 87.15.Da
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Liquid crystals of DNA are the simplest model sys
tems for DNA packing in certain cell nuclei such as i
dinoflagellates or in phase heads [1]. In these syste
typically a few extremely long (from 10mm up to 1 m)
DNA molecules form a macroscopic liquid crystal. Lon
DNA molecules can do this because their length excee
by far the DNA persistence length and can therefore fo
back on itself. Recently, DNA has attracted some atte
tion as a model polymer for studying fundamental liqu
crystalline physics. The advantages of DNA over ma
synthetic polymers are various: By using modern molec
lar biological methods monodisperse DNA solutions c
be prepared with a wide variety of lengths (from nm up
cm); DNA has a persistence length of about 50 nm, nice
placed in the accessible length range; DNA is soluble
water; DNA is chargeds2e2y3.4 Åd making it a good can-
didate to study polyelectrolyte behavior; in monovalent s
solutions DNA-DNA interactions are dominated purely b
repulsive forces (attractive forces could lead to a collap
of the DNA without any applied force). Additional interes
in the physics of DNA arrays comes from the close an
ogy to the physics of magnetic flux line arrays in type
superconductors [2]. Although lyotropic polymer liquid
crystalline phases have been known for quite some tim
not very much is known either experimentally or theore
cally about their equations of state (osmotic pressureP

vs Vpolymer ). Most work has been focused on the locatio
and order of phase boundaries [3]. Using osmotic stre
to set the chemical potential of DNA we have recently i
vestigated the energetics of compacting longs.10 mmd
DNA molecules into liquid crystals [4]. In this paper we
present measurements of the equation of state of long D
molecules over 5 orders of magnitude in applied osmo
stress. For the first time, it is possible to determine fr
energy changes incurred in going from an isotropic pha
through various chiral phases, into a nonchiral line hexa
phase, then all the way up to the hexagonal phase.
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At high DNA densities, the contribution of the configu
rational entropy of the polymer lattice to the osmotic pre
sure is negligible; the osmotic pressure is directly relat
to the interaxial forces dominated by hydration repulsio
There is an exponential decay with a characteristic len
of 3 Å. In this regime of DNA densities, the equatio
of state is independent of the ionic strength of the buff
At lower DNA densities, in addition to direct electrostat
double layer repulsion between charged rods, an ex
nential force with Debye screening lengthlD , we also
found fluctuation-enhanced repulsion with a decay len
of 4 timeslD. The osmotic pressure in this regime ha
contributions from both bare interaxial forces as well
from bending fluctuation forces, similar to Helfrich force
in smectic arrays [5]. We suggest reasons why the fo
of the fluctuation part of the osmotic pressure is due to
coupling between bending fluctuations and the compre
ibility of the nematic array normal to the average directo

Long sMw . 108d DNA was prepared from whole
adult chicken blood (Truslow Farms, Chestertow
MD) following [6]. At high osmotic pressures
s108 105.8 dynycm2d, DNA unoriented (powder) sample
(0.4 mg DNA) were equilibrated in vast excess again
various solutions of polyethyleneglycol (PEG 8000Mw

or PEG 20 000Mw , from Fluka Chemicals) in either
100 mM, 0.5 M, or 1 M NaCl; 10 mM Tris, 1 mM
EDTA, pH 7 as described in [4]. Under these condition
PEG (20 000Mw) is completely excluded from the DNA
phase for concentrations greater than 7%swPEGywwater d.
The equilibration time was usually from 4 days to
week. The interaxial spacing between DNA molecule
and consequently the density of these samples, w
determined by small angle x-ray scattering as describ
in [4]. In the cholesteric regimesdint . 35 Åd an
Elliot GX-13 Rotating Anode x-ray generator equippe
with two x-ray mirrors and a Franck-type camera w
used. Image plates were scanned and digitized
© 1997 The American Physical Society 895
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a phospor imager SI (Molecular Dynamics, CA); the
radial scattering intensityIsqd was determined by image
processing using NIHIMAGE version 1.60 (W. Rasband,
NIH, Bethesda, MD) modified by us. After subtracting
background scattering, the scattering intensity was fitte
to a powder-averaged Lorenzian times the solid-cylinde
form factor Fsqd for Na-DNA that has been determined
by solution x-ray scattering [7]. Below osmotic pressures
of 105.8 dynycm2, the stressing polymer (PEG 20 000Mw)
does not remain phase separated from the DNA array
and an exclusion must be enforced externally. Fo
this reason DNA samples at lower osmotic pressure
s105.5 104 dynycm2d were prepared in dialysis tubes
(SpektraPor Cellulose Ester 10,000 MWCO, Spektrum
bathed in Dextran T110 (Fluka) solutions of various con-
centrationsf25% 1%swywwater dg at salt concentrations
of 100 mM, 0.5 M, or 1 M NaCl; 10 mM Tris, 1 mM
EDTA, pH 7. For this regime we chose Dextran over
PEG as a stressing agent, because Dextran is a branch
polysaccharide whose shape prevents passage throu
semipermeable membranes of reasonably small molecul
weight cutoff s,10 000d. Also the osmotic pressure
of Dextran solutions has been measured down to muc
lower osmotic pressures [8]. The dialysis tubes were
filled with 2 ml of dilute DNA solutions (5–10 mgyml
DNA), so that the process of osmotic equilibrium always
concentrated the DNA solution. In order to reduce the
equilibration time, we matched the salt concentrations
inside and outside. The samples were then equilibrate
in 200 ml stressing solution for 2–4 weeks, during which
they were stirred once a day. After equilibrium, the sam-
ples were quickly transferred into plastic tubes and then
weighed using a high precision balance (Mettler, NJ)
The samples were then dried in vacuum and then weighe
again. The dry DNA, salt mixture was then dissolved into
a known amount of buffer (10 mM Tris, 1 mM EDTA,
pH 7) to measure the total amount of DNA by determin-
ing the absorbance at 260 nm (cDNA  50 mgyml A260).
With this method we could independently determine the
amount of water, salt, and DNA in these samples.

In Fig. 1 we plot log10 ≠Gy≠d versus effective inter-
axial spacingd at an ionic strength of 500 mM NaCl,
where G is the free energy per unit length (≠Gy≠d 
Posm

p
3 d, assuming hexagonal packing [9]). We chose

to plot log10 ≠Gy≠d versus intermolecular distance be-
cause we expected the dominant repulsive interactions
be exponential (hydration and screened electrostatics). A
high osmotic pressures the≠Gy≠d curve could be well
fitted with an exponentially decaying force of about 3 Å
decay length, typical for structural forces in water (hy-
dration forces) [10]. The samples in regimea are in a
long-range bond-ordered, but short-range positionally or
dered phase [4] [line hexatic, Fig. 1(a)]. In regimeb, we
found two x-ray diffraction maxima [11]: a sharper peak
(continuing regimea) at smaller interaxial spacings and a
more diffuse one at wider spacings (continued by regime
c). At lower osmotic pressures (regimec), the fitted decay
896
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FIG. 1. Equation of state for DNA at an ionic strengt
of 0.5 M NaCl. We plotted log10s≠Gy≠dd versus effective
interaxial spacingd. Four structural regimesa–d could be
distinguished. The solid curve represents a fit of the data po
from regimesa–c to a nematic liquid crystalline theory (see
text) assuming exponential repulsion (hydration and scree
electrostatics). The broken line represents the bare interac
without fluctuation enhanced repulsion. Interaxial spacin
above the2 ? 2 line are measured by x-ray scattering; belo
this line the spacingd are derived from measured DNA
densities, where molecules are expected to be hexagon
packed.

length was found to depend on the ionic strength of t
solution. In 0.5 M NaCl solutionsslD  4.36 Åd, there
was no extended linear regime decaying withlD. Instead,
after a short intermediate regime, we saw a decay len
of l  17.6 Å, 4 times lD (regime c). At even lower
pressures (d ) the curve flattens again, when the DNA so
lution turns isotropic. In 100 mM NaCl (lD  9.74 Å,
data not shown), after the initial hydration regime, w
found an extended exponential regime with a decay len
of 10 Å, which flattens further at lower pressures down
a decay length of approximately 40 Å. In 1 M NaC
(lD  3.08 Å, data not shown) an extended exponenti
regime with a decay length of 14 Å was observed, aft
which the solutions turned isotropic.

Before presenting our tentative interpretation of the
data, to encourage more careful thinking about real s
tems with real interactions, we have plotted the da
in two different ways; we will speak of two different
forms—exponential or power-law—for the equation o
state. Sometimes with different language, different inte
pretations emerge.

Since DNA is a semiflexible polyelectrolyte (the stiff
ness of DNA originates mainly from its double helica
conformation and not from the charge density along t
chain), one expects the equation of state to depend
the ionic strength of the bathing solution. Often th
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polyelectrolyte character of molecules is incorporated
liquid crystalline theory by adding a Debye screenin
length to the hard core diameter of the molecule. B
this procedure is obviously dangerous, because it assum
that the equation of state at different ionic strengths c
be described by the same power law, an unavoidable c
sequence of hard core interactions. Figure 2 shows
log10sPd vs log10(1ydensity) plot for three different ionic
strengths (100 mM, 500 mM, and 1 M NaCl). The soli
lines represent linear fits over different regimes with th
corresponding negative slopes indicated by arrows.
high pressures, where the equation of state seems
to depend on ionic strength, all data can be fitted by
V 25 power law. At lower pressures the fitted slopes va
somewhat with the ionic strength of the bathing solutio
(V 23.2 for 1 M NaCl,V 23.0 for 0.5 M NaCl, andV 22.7 for
100 mM NaCl). In this regime all observed slopes diffe
qualitatively from the theoretically predicted power law
for hard core repulsion (Harbich-Helfrich:P ~ V 24y3

for hexagonal crystals [12], and Selinger-Bruinsma:P ~

V 25y3 for nematics [13]). A hard core picture does no
work here.

An alternative way to present the data has bee
already shown in Fig. 1 for 0.5 M NaCl. By plotting
log10 ≠Gy≠d versus intermolecular distance exponentia
behavior is emphasized. After the line hexatic and th
coexistence regime (Fig. 1, regimesa and b), the curve

FIG. 2. Double-logarithmic plot of the equation of state (P
vs VDNA) for DNA at ionic strengths of 100 mM (D), 0.5 M
(h), and 1 M (s) NaCl. The solid lines represent linear fits
over different regimes with the corresponding negative slop
indicated by arrows. At lower pressures the fitted slopes vari
with the ionic strength of the bathing solution (V 23.2 for 1 M,
NaCl, V 23.0 for 0.5 M NaCl, andV 22.7 for 100 mM NaCl) with
powers clearly inconsistent with that expected from univers
scaling behavior. VolumesVDNA at higherP are derived from
interaxial spacings measured by x-ray scattering.
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slowly deviates from a single exponentially decayin
force with a decay length of 3 Å. In this intermediat
regime the slope varies continuously from 3 Å to abo
5 Å. In regime d, however, the curve turns into an
extended linear regime with an exponential decay len
of 17.6 Å. Though a transitional regime with a deca
length betweenlD and 4lD is clearly visible (Fig. 1),
we were unable to identify an extended regime with
decay length of2lD as reported in some of our previou
works [14]. The x-ray diffraction analysis used in th
work differs from previous procedures in the choleste
regime. Instead of taking the maximum in the diffractio
pattern, we fitted the whole radial intensity profileI(q)
using a powder-averaged Lorenzian structure factor a
an independently measured form factor for Na-DNA. T
reason for the resulting difference in interaxial spacin
is that at lower osmotic pressures the diffraction maxim
become quite broad and fluidlike. Since the scatter
intensity I(q) is the product of the structure factorS(q)
and the form factorjFsqdj2 of DNA, the maximum ofI(q)
differs from the maximum of the structure factorS(q).

The absence of a doubling of the screening length m
not be surprising, since we deal with a nematiclike sy
tem, where the cholesteric pitch makes only a small co
tribution to the free energy. All theoretical calculation
that predicted regimes where the exponential decay len
is doubled and then quadrupled assumed crystalline st
ture [13,14]. To first approximation, nematic polymer
liquid crystals can be described by a Hamiltonian of t
form [2,15]:

H  H0sdd 1
1
2

X
q

sK2q2
' 1 K3q2

z d jnT sqdj2

1
1
2

X
q

∑
K1q2

' 1 K3q2
z 1

q2
'

q2
z

kBTr2
0Asqd

∏
jnLsqdj2.

(1)

H0sdd is the direct energy (bare interactions) need
to bring the molecules to their average interaxial distan
d; the second term represents conformational fluctuati
expressed in terms ofnT and nL, the transverse and
longitudinal components of deviations away from th
average nematic director along thez axis. K1, K2, K3
are the Frank constants for splay, twist, and bending, a
Asqd describes the free energy contribution due to the flu
nature of the system. The limit ofAsq' ! 0, qz  0d 
BykBTr

2
0, for example, results in the bulk modulusB for

compressions and dilations normal to the chains.
Within this formalism we consider the following pos

sibility. Again to first approximation, the Frank con
stantsK1, K2, K3 as well as the bulk modulusB should
vary with spacing as does the bare interaction betwe
chains. This is an exponential decay. However, since e
DNA molecule has an intrinsic bending stiffnessk, the
bulk bending modulusK3 should at some spacing lose it
dependence on interaction and cross over to a simple be
ing density moduluskrDNA, where rDNA is the cross-
sectional density of molecules. This is becauseK3 will
897
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come to be dominated by the work of bending a bundle
molecules with little extra work from exponentially weak
ened molecular interactions. At the same time,K1, K2,
andB continue to decrease exponentially with increasi
distance between molecules. This has a powerful con
quence at low densities whereK3 comes to dominate the
moduli. Looking at the fluctuation part of the free energ
it can be shown that in the limit ofK1 ø K3 the fluctua-
tion part is dominated by

G 2 H0 ~
4
s

B
K3

~ e2dy4lD . (2)

There exists a dense regime where the free energG
scales as the bare interactions withe2dylD and a dilute
regime whereG scales ase2dy4lD . Because this regime
is due to fluctuations around the equilibrium, we c
this second part of the free energy “fluctuation enhanc
repulsion,” in analogy with Helfrich’s steric repulsio
in smectic arrays [5]. The major difference from h
system is that in our case the dominating interact
is not steric, but exponential. It has to be emphasiz
that not only the strength of the bare repulsion but a
its range is enhanced by fluctuations. Figure 1 sho
that interactions in DNA solutions are dominated b
exponential repulsion over a range of almost 30 tim
its bare decay lengthslD  4.36 Åd. This is at least
an order of magnitude larger than one expects to
able to see. The results can be explained consiste
from the reasoning behind Eq. (2). DNA shows two ba
repulsive interactions: hydration repulsionslH  3 Åd
and screened electrostatics (lD). These go asK0sdyld,
which at large distancesd can be accurately approximate
by

p
py2 se2dyly

p
dyld.

H0sdd  a
e2dylHp

dylH
1 b

e2dylDp
dylD

(3)

≠G
≠d

sdd 
≠

≠d
H0sdd 1 ckBTk21y4 ≠

≠d

4
s

≠2H0

≠d2 , (4)

using B ø ≠2H0y≠d2. From this we might see two
distinct regimes with decay length oflH and lD , as
well as regimes where the fourth root ofB essen-
tially quadrupoles the screening length. In fact, t
solid line in Fig. 1 was obtained by fitting the expe
imental ≠Gy≠d to Eqs. (3) and (4) with decay lengt
of lH  3 Å and lD , using three fit parametersa,
b, and c (100 mM: a  s6.9 6 1.9d 3 1028 Jym, b 
s3.5 6 0.3d 3 10210 Jym, c  0.8 6 0.06; 0.5 M: a 
s8.9 6 3.7d 3 1028 Jym, b  s3.1 6 2.8d 3 1029 Jym,
c  1.2 6 0.3; 1 M: a  s9.7 6 0.5d 3 1028 Jym, b 
0, c  1.1 6 0.1). For both 1 M and 0.5 M NaCl the
hydration and Debye screening lengths are very clo
the hydration interaction with its larger amplitude win
At low pressures, the interaction with the longest dec
length survives, that is,4 3 lD. In 100 mM NaCl so-
898
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lutions lH and lD are different enough that the bare
screened electrostatic repulsion could be observed.

The ability to measure an equation of state and to ma
the phase diagram for free energies creates an opportun
and even an obligation, to test liquid crystalline theorie
more carefully than has been possible before. A fu
analysis will combine all available information about
phase transitions and structure of the different phas
together with these measured changes in free energy.
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